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Demonstrating quantum advantage with less powerful but more realistic devices is of great im-
portance in modern quantum information science. Recently, a significant quantum speedup was
achieved in the problem of learning a hidden parity function with noise. However, if all data qubits
at the query output are completely depolarized, the algorithm fails. In this work, we present a quan-
tum parity learning algorithm that exhibits quantum advantage as long as one qubit is provided
with nonzero polarization in each query. In this scenario, the quantum parity learning naturally
becomes deterministic quantum computation with one qubit. Then the hidden parity function can
be revealed by performing a set of operations that can be interpreted as measuring nonlocal observ-
ables on the auxiliary result qubit having nonzero polarization and each data qubit. We also discuss
the source of the quantum advantage in our algorithm from the resource-theoretic point of view.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental realizations of quantum information pro-
cessing (QIP) have made impressive progress in the past
years [1–4]. Nonetheless, a scalable architecture capable
of universal and reliable quantum computation is still
far from within reach. While the development of such
quantum computers is pursued, identifying well-defined
computational tasks for which less powerful and less chal-
lenging devices (for example, subuniversal, without quan-
tum error correction, etc.) can still outperform classical
counterparts is of fundamental importance.
One interesting family of problems for which near-term
quantum devices can exhibit considerable advantages is
machine learning. In particular, the quantum speedup is
demonstrated in the problem of learning a hidden par-
ity function defined by the unknown binary string in the
presence of noise (LPN). The LPN problem is thought
to be computationally intractable classically [5–8], and
hence cryptographic applications have been suggested
based on this problem [9, 10]. In the quantum setting,
all possible input binary strings are encoded in the data
qubits for parallel processing, and the outcome of the
function is encoded in the auxiliary result qubit. Then
the quantum learner with the ability to coherently rotate
all qubits before the readout can solve the LPN problem
in logarithmic time [11]. However, the number of re-
quired queries diverges as the noise (depolarizing) rate
increases, and the learning becomes impossible if the fi-
nal state of the data qubits is maximally mixed [11, 12].
This result intuitively makes sense since measuring the
maximally mixed state outputs completely random bits.
Hence the parity function can only be guessed with suc-
cess probability decreasing exponentially with the size of
the problem in both classical and quantum settings.
In this work, we present a protocol with which the
hidden bit string of the parity function can be learned
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efficiently even if all data qubits are completely depolar-
ized, provided that the result qubit has nonzero polariza-
tion. Under the aforementioned conditions, the learning
algorithm can naturally become deterministic quantum
computation with one quantum bit (DQC1) [13]. Then
the expectation value measurement on the result qubit
allows for efficient evaluation of the normalized trace of
the unitary gate that represents the hidden parity func-
tion. However, this unitary operator is traceless as long
as at least one element of the hidden bit string is 1, and
therefore the naive application of the DQC1 protocol
does not help. Thus, we modify the original quantum
LPN algorithm by adding a set of operations that can
be understood as performing nonlocal measurements be-
tween each data qubit and the result qubit. With this
change, the normalized trace is nonzero if the hidden bit
encoded in the data qubit is 0, and zero if it is 1. There-
fore, the parity function can be learned using the number
of queries that grows only linearly with the length of the
hidden bit string. This counterintuitive result shows that
the robustness of the quantum parity learning against de-
coherence is retained via the power of one quantum bit.
The quantum advantage is achieved without any entan-
glement between the data qubits and the result qubit bi-
partition. This brings up an interesting question: What
is the quantum resource that empowers the learning pro-
tocol? We conjecture that the inherent ability of the
DQC1 model to discriminate the coherence consumption,
which results in producing nonclassical correlation, lies at
the center of our learning algorithm.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly reviews the LPN problem and the
DQC1 protocol, topics that have been studied exten-
sively by numerous authors. In Sec. III A we describe
the equivalence of the quantum parity learning circuit
and the DQC1 circuit when the data output is in the
maximally mixed state. The DQC1 algorithm for solv-
ing the LPN problem is presented in Sec. III B, including
the discussion on the computation efficiency. The effect
of errors at various locations in the DQC1 LPN protocol
is discussed in Sec. III C. Section IV discusses the origin
2of the quantum advantage in our learning algorithm, and
Sec. V concludes.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. LPN
Here we briefly summarize the work presented in
Ref. [11]. In the parity learning problem, an oracle gen-
erates a uniformly random input x ∈ {0, 1}n and com-
putes a Boolean function fs defined by a hidden bit string
s ∈ {0, 1}n,
fs(x) =
n∑
j=1
sjxj mod 2, (1)
where sj (xj) is the jth bit of s (x). A query to the oracle
returns (x, fs(x)), and a learner tries to reconstruct s by
repeating the query. In the presence of noise, the learner
obtains fs(x) ⊕ e, where e ∈ {0, 1} has the Bernoulli
distribution with parameter p, i.e., Pr[e = 1] = p/2, 0 <
p < 1 [5–7]. The LPN problem is equivalent to decoding
a random binary linear code in the presence of random
noise [7].
In the quantum setting, the learner has access to a
quantum oracle which implements a unitary transforma-
tion on the computational basis states and returns the
equal superposition of |fs(x)〉r |x〉d for all possible inputs
x. The subscript r (d) indicates the result (data) qubit.
At the query output, the learner applies Hadamard gates
to all qubits to create an entangled state
1√
2
(|0〉r|0〉⊗nd + |1〉r|s〉d) . (2)
Thus, whenever the result qubit is 1 (occurs with proba-
bility 1/2), measuring data qubits in their computational
bases reveals s. The quantum version of the parity learn-
ing is depicted in Fig. 1. In this example, s is 011 . . .0,
and it is encoded via a series of controlled-not (CNOT)
gates targeting the result qubit conditioned on the data
qubits. The gray box in the figure emphasizes that the
learner does not have a priori knowledge about this part.
A noisy quantum oracle can be modeled with the depo-
larizing channel Dp (ρ) = (1− p) ρ+p1l/2 acting indepen-
dently on all qubits at the oracle’s output with a constant
known noise rate of p < 1.
Learning from the noiseless oracle is tractable for both
quantum and classical learners. However, the quantum
algorithm prevails when the noise is introduced. The
best-known classical algorithms for LPN has superpoly-
nomial complexity in n [5–8], while the quantum learn-
ing based on the bitwise majority vote requires O (logn)
queries and O (n) running time (gates and measure-
ments) [11]. This result contradicts the widely accepted
idea that quantum computers are intrinsically more vul-
nerable to error than classical computers. The quantum
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FIG. 1. The quantum circuit for the parity learning algorithm
in Ref. [11]. Hadamard operations (H) prepare the equal su-
perposition of all possible input states. The hidden parity
function (gray box) is realized using controlled-not gates be-
tween the result (target) and data (control) qubits. The hid-
den bit string s = 011 . . . 0 is used as an example. All qubits
are measured in their computational bases at the end.
LPN was realized experimentally with superconducting
qubits in Ref. [12].
On the other hand, in terms of the noise strength,
the query complexity of the quantum algorithm is
O(poly(1/(1 − p))) [11]. The experimental results in
Ref. [12] also show that the number of queries diverges
as p→ 1 for both classical and quantum learners. This is
evident since maximally mixed states at the query out-
put does not provide any knowledge about s. In fact, in
the learning algorithm discussed thus far, for each com-
pletely depolarized data qubit, the probability of finding
s exactly is reduced by 1/2. Repeating the query does
not improve the success probability since the outcome is
uniformly random every time. Equivalently, the fully de-
polarizing noise acting on the data output can be trans-
lated to the state preparation error. In this case, without
any additional noise, the final entangled state at the end
of a query is
1√
2
(|0〉r|x〉d ± |1〉r|x⊕ s〉d) , (3)
where the relative phase factor −1 is due to potential
error propagations to the result qubit via CNOT gates
as the measurement error is moved backward through
the quantum circuit. Then the measurement only reveals
either x or x⊕s. However, since x is randomly sampled in
each query, the learning is not possible. Classically, the
complete depolarization of the data qubits at the output
corresponds to complete ignorance of the input bit string
x. Therefore, under such a noise model, classical and
quantum learners can only guess s out of 2n possibilities.
B. DQC1
DQC1 is a subuniversal quantum computation model
to which one probe qubit with nonzero polarization α,
n bits in a maximally mixed state, an arbitrary unitary
transformation, and the expectation measurement of the
3Pauli operator σi (i ∈ {x, y, z}) on the probe qubit are
available [13]. Though weaker than standard universal
quantum computers, it still offers efficient solutions to
some problems that are classically intractable [13–15]. In
particular, DQC1 can be employed to efficiently estimate
the normalized trace of an n-qubit unitary operator, Un,
provided that Un can be implemented with O(poly(n))
elementary quantum gates. In the trace evaluation pro-
tocol, a Hadamard gate on the probe qubit is followed by
the controlled unitary (|0〉〈0| ⊗ 1ln + |1〉〈1| ⊗ Un), where
1ln is the 2
n×2n identity matrix. These operations trans-
form the input state ρi = (1l + ασz)⊗ 1ln/2n+1 to
ρf =
1
2n+1
(
1ln+1 + α
(|0〉〈1| ⊗ U †n + |1〉〈0| ⊗ Un)) . (4)
The traceless part that deviates from the identity is called
the deviation density matrix, and only this part returns
nonzero expectation values in DQC1. Measuring the ex-
pectation of σx or σy on the probe qubit ends the proto-
col, and
〈σx〉 = α
2n
Re (tr (Un)) , 〈σy〉 = α
2n
Im (tr (Un)) . (5)
Repeating the protocol O(log (1/δ) /(αǫ)2) times allows
for estimating the expectation values to within ǫ with the
probability of error δ [16].
III. PARITY LEARNING WITH FULLY
DEPOLARIZING NOISE
A. From LPN to DQC1
The LPN algorithm fails if the noise completely ran-
domizes the output. However, if the result qubit is alive
with some polarization, then can anything about the
overall evolution be inferred from measuring the result
qubit alone? This situation resembles the DQC1 model in
which the probe qubit carries the information about the
trace of the unitary operator applied to the completely
mixed state. Indeed, using H |0〉〈0|H ⊗ 1l +H |1〉〈1|H ⊗
σx = 1l⊗H |0〉〈0|H+σx⊗H |1〉〈1|H , the quantum circuit
for the parity learning (Fig. 1) with completely depolar-
izing noise on the data qubits can be converted to the
DQC1 circuit as depicted in Fig. 2. Without loss of gen-
erality, the data qubits are supplied in the completely
mixed state as input. The result qubit can be initialized
with some error, but it should possess nonzero polariza-
tion. Since measuring the fully depolarized data qubits
is redundant, only the result qubit is measured. Then by
measuring the expectations of σx and σy, the normalized
trace of the unitary matrix that implements the hidden
parity function can be evaluated. The depolarizing noise
at the result qubit ouput scales the expectation values by
a factor of (1− p):
〈σx〉+ i〈σy〉 = (1− p)α
2n
tr (Us) , (6)
…
H 〈σx,y〉Dp
{1ln2n
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…
FIG. 2. The DQC1 circuit that implements the original quan-
tum parity learning algorithm with fully depolarized data
qubits. The gray box represents the hidden function defined
by s = 011 . . . 0 as an example. The data qubits at the query
input are in the completely mixed state, but the result qubit is
prepared with nonzero polarization α. The expectation mea-
surement replaces the projective measurement, and it returns
the normalized trace of the unitary matrix that corresponds
to the hidden parity function. The result qubit also experi-
ences depolarizing noise (Dp) prior to the measurement as in
the original algorithm. The trace is zero for all s except when
it is uniformly 0.
where Us is the unitary implementation of the hidden
parity function acting on the data qubits. This is easy to
verify using the Kraus representation of the depolarizing
channel Dp = {
√
1− 3p/41l,
√
p/4σx,
√
p/4σy,
√
p/4σz}
and the cyclic property of the trace. Hence as long as
p < 1, the normalized trace can be estimated with high
accuracy using ∼ 1/(1 − p)2 repetitions. Equation 6
shows that some information about the hidden function
can be contained in the coherent basis of the result qubit.
Yet the trace of the hidden unitary matrix does not pro-
vide any useful knowledge about s since the trace is zero
for all s except when s is uniformly 0.
In the following, we present a strategy for finding s
using the trace estimation.
B. Solving LPN using DQC1
The quantum learner with an access to the DQC1 LPN
circuit (Fig. 2) has the ability to implement additional
quantum gates after the unknown unitary operation. If
a rotation Rx(θ) = exp(iθσx/2) controlled by the result
qubit is applied equally to all data qubits after the hidden
parity function, the trace of the total unitary operator
becomes
tr
(
R⊗nx (θ)Us
)
= 2n (i sin (θ/2))
m
(cos (θ/2))
n−m
, (7)
where m is the number of CNOT operators implemented
in the hidden parity function, i.e., the number of ones
in s. Now, if the rotation on one of the data qubits is
undone by another controlled-rotation Rj†x (θ), then the
4normalized trace of the total unitary operator becomes
tr
(
Rj¯x(θ)Us
)
/2n
=
{
(i sin (θ/2))
m
(cos (θ/2))
n−m−1
if sj = 0,
0 if sj = 1.
(8)
Here Rj¯x(θ) represents a coherent rotation uniformly ap-
plied to all n qubits except the jth qubit, i.e.,
Rj¯x(θ) = R
j†
x (θ)R
⊗n
x (θ)
= exp
(
−iθσ(j)x /2
) n∏
k=1
exp
(
iθσ(k)x /2
)
, (9)
and the superscript (j) indicates that the Pauli operator
is acting on the jth data qubit while the identity operator
acts on the rest. We use σ
(r)
i to represent the result qubit
for clarity when needed. For θ 6= aπ, a ∈ Z, the DQC1
protocol can resolve whether the hidden bit encoded in
the jth data qubit is 0 or 1; the trace estimation returns
a nonzero value if sj = 0, and 0 if sj = 1. The quantum
circuit for finding the value of sj is shown in Fig. 3.
…
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FIG. 3. The modified DQC1 circuit for solving the LPN prob-
lem. The gray box represents the hidden function defined by
s = 011 . . . 0 as an example. The quantum learner applies the
uniform rotation to all data qubits controlled by the result
qubit except on the jth qubit (Rj¯x(θ)). For some θ, the trace
of the total unitary operator is 0 (nonzero) if the hidden bit
encoded in the jth data qubit is 1 (0).
The deviation density matrix at the end of the protocol
can be written as
ρ˜f =
α
2n+1
(|0〉〈1| ⊗ V †Rjx(θ) + |1〉〈0| ⊗Rj†x (θ)V ) ,
(10)
where V = R⊗nx (θ)Us. Then the expectation measure-
ment on the result qubit can be expressed as
〈σi〉 = tr
(
σ
(r)
i
α cos(θ/2)
2n+1
(|0〉〈1| ⊗ V † + |1〉〈0| ⊗ V ))
+tr
(
σ
(r)
i σ
(j)
x
iα sin(θ/2)
2n+1
(|0〉〈1| ⊗ V † − |1〉〈0| ⊗ V )) .
(11)
Consequently, the measurement outcome can be inter-
preted as the sum of two expectations determined from
different deviation density matrices, and one of them
(second line in Eq. (11)) corresponds to measuring the
nonlocal observable on the result qubit and the jth data
qubit. This nonlocal contribution to the measurement
extracts the information about the bit value hidden in
the jth qubit.
To optimally distinguish the normalized traces (the dif-
ference is denoted as ∆τj) without knowing m, the rota-
tion angle should be chosen as θ = π/2 (or an odd-integer
multiple of it). Then ∆τj = i
m(1/
√
2)n−1. Once sj is
revealed, the jth data qubit can be decoupled from the
result qubit by applying the inverse of the unitary oper-
ator that encodes sj . Then in the subsequent run, the
controlled rotation is applied only to the remaining data
qubits. This rotation can be expressed as
R˜jx(θ) =
n∏
k=j+1
exp
(
iθσ(k)x /2
)
. (12)
This extra procedure increases ∆τj by a factor of
√
2 for
each decoupled data qubit, i.e., |∆τj | = (1/
√
2)n−j , and
can reduce the computational overhead accordingly.
With these results, the full learning algorithm can be
stated as follows.
• Given a DQC1 circuit with the hidden unitary op-
erator controlled-Us, for j = 1, . . . , n, do the fol-
lowing.
1. Apply the controlled-rotation R˜jx(θ) to data
qubits with the result qubit as the control.
2. Measure 〈σx〉 and 〈σy〉. Repeat until desired
accuracy is reached.
3. If 〈σx〉 + 〈σy〉=0, record sj = 1. Otherwise,
record sj = 0.
4. If 〈σx〉 + 〈σy〉=0, apply a bit-flip (σx) gate
to the jth data qubit controlled by the result
qubit. Otherwise, do nothing.
5. Increment j and go to step 1.
Until the first nonzero value is detected, both 〈σx〉 and
〈σy〉 must be measured because ∆τj can be either real or
imaginary depending on m. However, once the nonzero
trace is found, only one of them needs to be measured in
subsequent runs.
The number of queries required for estimating s within
ǫ with the probability of error δ is O(log(1/δ)/(L(αǫ(1−
p))2)), assuming an ensemble of L quantum systems (e.g.,
spin-1/2 nuclei) encodes the result qubit. In order to
identify whether sj is 0 or 1 with high certainty, ǫ <
|∆τj |/2 must be satisfied. On the other hand, |∆τj |2
decreases exponentially in n− j. Thus, the learning may
be too expensive, especially when L≪ 2n and for j ≪ n.
However, for ensemble quantum computing models such
as those based on nuclear magnetic resonance, L ∼ 1022.
This means that for about n = log2(10
20) ≈ 66, L≫ 2n
and the learning algorithm is efficient. For the hidden
5bit string beyond this length, the size of the ensemble
should increase exponentially to maintain the efficiency
in the number of queries.
C. Error analysis
The depolarizing noise (or any Pauli errors) on the re-
sult qubit anywhere during the protocol can be treated
as either the initialization error that reduces α or the
measurement error that increases p. Errors on the
data qubits before the realization of the hidden func-
tion does not have any effect since all data qubits
are completely mixed, as long as the noise is unital.
Also, errors on the data qubits after the controlled-
R˜jx(θ) are irrelevant since only the result qubit is de-
tected. In contrast, for sj = 1, a phase-flip (σz) er-
ror that occurs on a data qubit between the CNOT and
the controlled-R˜jx(θ) can propagate to the result qubit.
Then the propagated error can be treated as an error
in the state preparation or in the measurement. Be-
cause of the properties 1l⊗σz (|0〉〈0| ⊗ 1l + |1〉〈1| ⊗ σx) =
(|0〉〈0| ⊗ 1l + |1〉〈1| ⊗ σx) σz ⊗ σz and σzH = Hσx, two
quantum circuits shown in Fig. 4 are equivalent. This
shows that a single phase-flip error (Z in Fig. 4) that
occurs on a data qubit results in two errors, a phase-flip
and a bit-flip (X in Fig. 4) on the input state of the
data and the result qubits, respectively. Now suppose
FIG. 4. A phase-flip (Z) on the second qubit after a gate
sequence constructed as a Hadamard followed by a CNOT is
equivalent to a bit-flip (X) on the first qubit and a phase-flip
on the second qubit before the gate sequence.
that the phase-flip error corrupts two data qubits simul-
taneously at this location. This sends two bit-flip errors
to the initial state of the result qubit which cancel each
other. Hence, the phase errors that occur simultaneously
on an even number of data qubits cancel each other and
do not affect the result qubit. For an odd number of
phase errors, only one of them affects the result qubit.
Therefore, the depolarizing noise occurring between the
controlled-Us and the controlled-R˜
j
x(θ) independently on
all data qubits with the error rate q results in a bit-flip
error with the error rate being ∼ q/2 on the initial state
of the result qubit. The initial polarization of the result
qubit is multiplied by a factor of ∼ (1 − q).
Systematic errors in the controlled-R˜jx(θ) also affect
the result, but not severely. We already mentioned that
the algorithm works for all θ 6= aπ, a ∈ Z, although
ideally θ should be π/2 to minimize the computational
overhead. Therefore, the algorithm withstands small am-
plitude errors. It is also robust to the error in the phase of
the rotation. For example, consider the rotation around
cos(φ)xˆ+sin(φ)xˆ⊥, where xˆ⊥ is some axis orthogonal to
xˆ. Then the normalized trace is multiplied by a factor
of cos(φ)m. In principle, the algorithm can distinguish
sj as long as cos(φ) 6= 0, but the optimal separation is
attained when cos(φ) = 1 as chosen in our algorithm.
IV. QUANTUM DISCORD AND COHERENCE
CONSUMPTION
In the preceding, we showed that the learning is en-
abled by the nonlocal nature of the measurement embed-
ded in each query. This section further investigates the
source of the quantum advantage in our protocol from
the resource-theoretic standpoint. According to the re-
sults in Refs. [14, 17], the DQC1 circuit cannot gener-
ate entanglement at the bipartition split as one result
qubit and n data qubits when α ≤ 1/2. Hereinafter we
limit our discussion to correlations that are generated
at this result-data bipartition. Clearly, entanglement is
not the source of the quantum supremacy in our algo-
rithm. However, nonclassical correlation other than en-
tanglement as measured by quantum discord can exist
for α > 0 [18]. Quantum discord quantifies the quan-
tumness of correlations based on the entropic measure,
and it can be understood as the amount of the distur-
bance induced to a bipartite quantum system via local
measurements [19, 20]. We examine quantum discord
with respect to the measurement on the result qubit in
our DQC1 circuit, speculating that it is closely linked to
the origin of the quantum advantage. First, the output
state in the DQC1 version of the original LPN algorithm
(Fig. 2) has zero discord since U2s = 1l for all s [21].
However, discord is generated when the controlled rota-
tion Rj¯x(θ) is added. We calculate the amount of discord
generated in our modified DQC1 circuit shown in Fig. 3
for various hidden functions, and it is observed to be dif-
ferent depending on sj . This feature coincides with the
dependence of the trace of the total unitary operator on
sj (see Eq. (8)), which plays the central role in our learn-
ing algorithm. The discord is plotted as a function of
α for some selection of the hidden bit strings in Fig. 5.
As the length of s increases, the difference of the dis-
cords for sj = 1 and sj = 0 becomes smaller, similar
to the behavior of ∆τj . Moreover, the difference of the
discords decreases with α, consistent with the scaling of
the number of queries required in terms of α for a fixed
accuracy. The inset shows the difference of the discords
for sj = 1 and sj = 0 as a function of the controlled-
rotation angle θ when s = 10 and α = 1/4. The discord
contrast with respect to θ resembles ∆τj in that it is the
largest when θ is an odd-integer multiple of π/2 and van-
ishes at the integer multiples of π as the discord is zero
regardless of sj at these points. Above studies suggest
that the presence of nonzero discord and the discord con-
trast in different DQC1 circuits are crucial for our learn-
ing algorithm. Nonetheless, claiming quantum discord as
the necessary resource for the DQC1-based binary clas-
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FIG. 5. Quantum discord at the end of the DQC1 circuit
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of α for various s. In this regime,
there is no entanglement in the result-data bipartition. The
amount of discord depends on the hidden bit value encoded
in the jth data qubit, which is excluded from the uniform
rotation prior to the measurement (see Eq. (9)). For all s,
the discord is the same when sj = 1 (solid line). The inset
shows the difference of the discord for sj = 1 and sj = 0 as a
function of the controlled-rotation angle θ when s = 10 and
α = 1/4.
sification in general is problematic since one can come
up with two unitary matrices with different normalized
traces that do not produce discord when implemented in
the DQC1 circuit.
Alternatively, quantum coherence can be regarded as
a resource, and it has been rigorously studied within the
framework of quantum resource theory recently [22–24].
Evidently, the probe qubit must contain some amount
of coherence as the minimal requirement for the DQC1
protocol [25]. The connection between coherence and dis-
cord in DQC1 is established in Ref. [26]: the discord pro-
duced is upper-bounded by the coherence consumed by
the probe qubit. Using the relative entropy of coherence
as the quantifier [22], the coherence consumption ∆C in
each execution of our DQC1 protocol can be expressed
as
∆C = H2
(
1− α|τj |
2
)
−H2
(
1− α
2
)
, (13)
where H2(·) is the binary Shannon entropy and τj is the
normalized trace of the total unitary operator acting on
the data qubits controlled by the result qubit. This is
monotonically decreasing with respect to |τj | for a fixed
nonzero α. Thus it appears that the DQC1 protocol is
inherently capable of quantifying the consumption of the
coherent resource supplied by one quantum bit. Further-
more, the magnitude of the partial derivative of ∆C with
respect to |τj | (α) monotonically increases with the in-
dependent variable, meaning that ∆C is more sensitive
to the changes in |τj | (α) when the independent vari-
able is large. This feature is consistent with the com-
putational complexity of our algorithm. By all means,
the notion of the coherence consumption is purely quan-
tum mechanical. Our algorithm is set up in a way that
the coherent resource used up in each query varies with
the answer sj being probed. An interesting open ques-
tion is whether manipulating the coherence consumption
provides a quantum advantage in solving problems other
than those based on the trace estimation.
V. CONCLUSION
By measuring only one quantum bit with nonzero po-
larization in each query, an n-bit hidden parity function
can be identified. This situation arises when data qubits
undergo the completely depolarizing channel in the orig-
inal quantum LPN algorithm in Ref. [11]. The protocol
introduced here can solve the problem efficiently when
n ∼ log2(L). Classically, the corresponding task can
only be accomplished via brute-force enumeration in an
exponentially large search space, provided that an effi-
cient means to verify the answer exists. The one-qubit
LPN algorithm is inspired by the DQC1 model. How-
ever, the naive translation of the original LPN algorithm
to a DQC1 circuit does not solve the problem since the
trace of the unitary matrix that encodes the hidden par-
ity function is zero in 2n − 1 instances. To circumvent
the issue, we introduced controlled uniform rotations so
that the trace is either zero or nonzero depending on the
hidden bit value encoded in the data qubit being probed.
The additional operation can be viewed as the nonlocal
measurement between the result and the data qubit. The
mere existence of nonzero quantum discord between the
result and data qubits does not permit the learning. In-
stead, we conjectured that the discord contrast or, more
fundamentally, the coherence consumption contrast is es-
sential for the quantum advantage in our algorithm.
While efforts towards building standard quantum com-
puters that fulfill what the theory of QIP promises con-
tinue, exploring weaker but more realistic quantum de-
vices to solve interesting but classically hard problems
is imperative. The LPN problem is one such problem
in which the noisy quantum machine can shine. For
the LPN problem, the ability to manipulate and mea-
sure the coherence consumed by one quantum bit suffices
to demonstrate the quantum supremacy. This also mo-
tivates future studies on whether similar strategies can
be utilized in the near-term quantum devices to perform
other well-defined computational tasks beyond classical
capabilities and how much, if any, improvement can be
achieved by utilizing coherence frommore than one qubit.
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